Data management can become very complex in the context of forecasting medical problems. Data collection, storage and analysis require the highest level of accuracy possible. The successful application of data mining techniques for the early diagnosis of disease or dysfunctions is increasingly more frequent among the scientific communities. However, as in any analytical method, the precision and reliability of the models provided by these techniques is absolutely dependent on the input data. If the quality of these data is not sufficient, the final accuracy can be greatly reduced to the point that the system becomes somewhat unproductive. This paper describes the main problems and how they can be properly solved at the pre-processing stage. Some of issues addressed are, for example: the detection of missing values (due to incomplete records), identification of outliers (often due to errors in measuring or recording devices), and discretization of numerical variables (where the context allows or suggests trying numeric values as nominal segments). Considering a public data base for arrhythmia from the UCI Repository, this study uses free Data Mining software to parameterize and run forecasting models and execute several computational experiments that show how the accuracy of predictions vary according to how you implement the critical pre-processing stage. The paper concludes providing a generic procedure that aims to apply the pre-processing of data in a methodical way and depending on the problems presented by the input data, and how it should be integrated into a global process of data management.
Introduction

Pre-processing basic concepts
The pre-processing stage is usually considered (Chen [1] , Berry and Linnoff [2] ) as a part of the general Data Mining schema (Figure 1) , where, after the problem definition and data collection stages and prior to the model selection, the input data must be prepared to be adequately processed, at least from a formal and theoretical approach. However, in practice, basic pre-processing is implemented independently from the Data Mining model, while other pre-processing tasks are developed depending on it. The most common pre-processing tasks are as follows: for example, outlier detection (and maybe the outlier's replacement), missing value detection (and maybe missing value completion), filtering attributes (statistically insignificant or high error ratio), filtering uncompleted records (with missing high ratio values), and discretization of numerical values.
Pre-processing becomes necessary in different contexts, for example, where different sources are joined, where noisy real time data must be processed, or even when final accuracy must be improved. This paper focuses on the last scenario.
Objectives
This paper presents two main objectives:
-To demonstrate how different data pre-processing procedures lead to different accuracy ratios.
-To provide a generic procedure for pre-processing.
Experiment guidelines
Different pre-processing procedures will be applied to the original Data Set (DS 0 ). Thus, a group of different pre-processed Data Sets will be obtained (DS i ). Each of these Data Sets will be subjected to a classification tree for a total of 10 times in order to calculate (by Cross Validation technique) the precision provided by the tree in each Data Set. Assuming that the trees will be generated with the same criteria for construction, expansion and pruning, the differences between the accuracies achieved will only be attributable to the input Data Set in each case and they will depend entirely on the pre-processing which they have undergone.
Thus, it is possible to empirically establish how different pre-processing procedures lead to different levels of accuracy under the same predictive model. Figure 2 shows a general schema for the accuracy comparison, depending on the input Data Sets. 
Original Data Set description
Guvenir et al. [4] proposed an accurate method (the VF15 algorithm) for classification tasks, tested with their own cardiac data base. The original Data Set is available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [5] . The aim of their study was to classify the type of cardiac arrhythmia In this paper the same original Data Set (further DS 0 ) is used as input data, and is subjected to a classification tree. The achieved accuracy (A 0 ) will be considered as accuracy of reference. 
Classification tree models and accuracy measurement
As the Data Sets pre-processing designs presented in section 4 are based on the accuracy achieved after being processed by the J48 classification tree, it is mandatory to present these concepts previously. Thus, in this section we introduce some classification tree concepts and the accuracy measure that will be used for each preprocessed Data Set, DS i .
Classification trees concepts
C4.5, presented by Quinnlan [6] is probably one of the most extended for solving forecasting real problems in Medicine: Block et al. [7] presented a comparative [9] and Takir and Bouridane [10] among others). C4.5 was first presented as a significant improvement to ID3, which only managed categorical attributes. C4.5 generates a Classification Tree with the input data sets by boosting at each node, based on information gain. Leafs of the tree correspond to the class variable instances. Each branch (from root to leaf) is interpreted as a classification rule. WEKA provides an accurate Java implementation of C4.5: the J48 Classification Tree.
Accuracy measurement
In this paper, a Cross Validation methodology is used for measuring the classification accuracy reached by applying the J48 algorithm over each Data Set. Accuracy, A i , associated to each Data Set, DS i is assumed to be the average of ten executions of the J48 algorithm. Figure 4 shows A 0 =64.3805 after applying Cross Validation over DS 0 classification. 
Generating different data sets from ad-hoc pre-processing
The original Data Set, DS 0 , inputs into the J48 Classification Tree, and after a Cross Validation procedure, provides an accuracy ratio of reference A 0 =64.38. Next, DS 0 is subjected to different pre-processing routines under a trial and error methodology, in order to improve (or "approximately" maintain) the best accuracy ratio, A i , achieved in previous steps. First, the missing value detection notes that attribute f14 have an 83% missing value ratio. The rest of the columns have an acceptable missing value ratio (less than 50%). By deleting f14 attribute, we obtain DS 1 . A 1 =64.16 (A 0 ). This is a very similar accuracy and it has one column less, so both DS 0 and DS 1 will be considered. For the next pre-processing variations, we focus on DS 1 ( Figure 5) .
Looking for outliers and extreme values, WEKA finds a set of attributes that could be avoided from DS 1 , because there is a 10% outlier and extreme value ratio. So, by different parameterizing of outliers and extreme boundaries, we obtain DS 2 and DS 3 , with A 2 = 64.38 (=A 0 ) and A 3 =61.95 (<A 0 ), respectively. DS 2 achieves the same accuracy level as DS 0 (with 15 attributes less), so DS 2 will be focused for the next pre-processing variations.
Sometimes the missing value replacement could improve the sample quality, so missing values on DS 2 are replaced with their corresponding attribute average value. This provides DS 4 , with worse accuracy levels (A 4 <A 0 ). In fact, there is no sense in replacing missing ECG values for other patients. Even by including f14 (with 83% missing) in DS 2 to obtain DS 5 , the accuracy does not improve (A 5 =64.38). This study faces a very broad problem (280 attributes per 452 records). If accuracy was maintained, a reduced set of attributes would be preferable because it would generate reduced classification rule sets. Thus, it seems to be necessary to select the most important attributes. Automatic feature selection over DS 0 and DS 2 provides DS 6 and DS 7 , respectively. Also, after applying automatic discretization DS 9 and DS 10 were created (over DS 0 and DS 6 respectively: the Data Sets with best accuracies at the moment), both Data Sets were processed by the Classification Tree with A 9 =64.38 and A 10 =64.40. Neither improves A 6 accuracy. Just as a test, the authors combined some of the Data Sets to increase accuracy, by considering extra attributes, removed in previous experiments. For example, defining DS 8 as the union of DS 6 and DS 7 , the experiment equals the best accuracies obtained so far (A 6 =68.36) but considering larger Data Sets with still too many attributes. Besides, although this case requires numerical data to be treated as numbers (and not as categorical), the authors tried to apply the WEKA's automatic discretization over the best Data Sets, DS 0 and DS 6 , and neither improves accuracy.
Next, Table 1 summarizes the previously described pre-processing actions, and their respective accuracy levels. Figure 6 shows the pre-processing experiment trace. Pre-processing experiment trace.
Conclusions
An adequate pre-processing improves the final accuracy
-The accuracy initially reached (A 0 =64.38) by processing the original Data Set with the J48 classification tree is significantly improved (A 6 =68.36), if the same technique (equally parameterized) is applied to a well pre-processed Data Set.
-Missing values must be detected and if they appear very often at the same attribute, they must be removed. However, depending on the problem context, the missing values replacement is not suitable -Some values, statistically considered as outliers, must be maintained in the Data Set. They may indicate certain pathologies. If wrong attributes are removed (even containing outliers), the final accuracy could worsen. So, A 3 is 2 percentage points worse than A 0 .
-Where the amount of records is too small in comparison to the number of attributes, it is preferable not to delete any row and efforts must focus on the attribute selection.
-If numerical data could be discretized without loss of critical information, it could lead to much more precise forecasting, but it must depend on the expert´s criteria. In this case, the numerical attributes must be treated as numbers.
Generic procedure for pre-processing
The authors propose a fuzzy-greedy accuracy improving procedure under a trial and error methodology that progressively improves (or "approximately" maintains) the best accuracy ratio, A i , as achieved in previous steps.
Some questions about the missing value treatment and replacement, the suitability of discretization, removing outliers and others must be considered. Generic procedure for pre-processing.
